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Properly proximal von Neumann algebras C

joint with IVitata Kennatalkan Elayaalli

↑ no group wiVa LM

PA(X,M3 pmp.free ergodic action as group measure space (0X)AR

distinguish these was by the initial data,

study structure: e.g. It
is prime, i.e. LPM.*Mz

dim (Mi) <- o

has no Cartain embalyebra
LOXAT has 2814) as its unique Carten, up to

uniting conjugacy
I reduce the classification to OEx of PAX

relation

Ozawa's solidity theorem 183: If N = Fn

then it is solid any diffuse Inbalgebra A <LT has amenable

relative communtant A'l LT) and have LIEm is prime for M12.

this is true for all biexact groups

↑ is biexact of PAST) is topological amenable action

· SIN = 9f2eOpIf-RIfGCoN, rtGPy a 9Op,

·action: restriction of left action on top

·amenable: ST)Art isnuclear algebra

main examples: hyperbolic groups



Ozana - Popa' M. Chifam-Sindair") ↑ monaman biexact meably amen.
then 25 has no Certain

On the group measure side:

Popa-Wass'il) T monamen biexact meably amen, then any

free ergodia pimpaction PA(X), LOXSP has a unique
Cartain

S4An A (x,M), FmASY. 2), 29(xAAn=29(4> AFm =>n=m)
lnAX

MOE AFIAY
In Bentonet - Joana - Peterion 18, the Biexact method is further

generalized,
↑ is properly proximal if P-ino state on SST).

(Bontonnet - Irana - Peterson '18) A(XM) free ergodic Pimip. weakly compact

114: B(((x2) -> 4 state LO(X) central and -inv) ↑ is prop pox,

then (X) AP has 20(X) as its unique weakly compact Cartan

Examples: · nonamenable biexart

nondementary relative hyperbolic groups 3 BIP '8
· higher rank lattices SLu(R), 413

mapping class groups, Horbeg, Huang, Lecuex '20

·Bort, I continal, non-amen DKE '22

any group ME, IE to above groups Ishan Peterson Rath'19.

Non-example: ME class of inner amenable



5 prop prox LPELd =>isprop prox

definition for riva

T is prop prox if #P-in state on

SN) = 9 f2 30p ) f-Ref GCP AtGNY.

N a finite riva

SMS= 9 TBLGM) IT x3GIK SEM), ExCTMJ)
but this is derivations from IML -> IKEM) which are all inner

i.e. STCM) <M 1K[M)

fix: consider (KSEM)
on

a BSEM), Hill) is the operator worm

by thinking TITEM) as 7: CM.llla) -> EM SLN. 1.1

1T110.1 = =up <T, 5>.
a. bE (M),

·equivalently. 7EIK(FM)
Mo

iff I PuGGSM), PuN] sit-

PuJpn] T Jpn) PnG (K[M),

abstract operate space description
due to Magajzen.

1), II co.I

BIM) = 9 TBCGM) IT xJEIKCEM) ExCJMT3·

M is prop prox of A M-central state 4 on SCM) Sat. 4 is

normal,

Thin (D. Keneratedbarn - Eaganali, Peterson '92) T is prop pex

iff It is prop prox.

top -> BB12P> E1B192P) -> ap

restriction restriction

SCP) < SILN) SLP) -> SIT)

density property of ITU
/lc. E is11.110.1 to worm continuous



i biexart, then any
monament is not inner amen

any monamen NCL has zo (Gammal

Popa asks of LILP, I conman inner amen.

Thm: P biexat, NCLI a embaly. Then either IV is amon

or N is prop prox. In particular. (24LI.

Ex: M*M2
,
M: differe

LP, 5 prop prox

19X)SN. NAXM) Gaussian action from moneamen rep
5 prop pex.


